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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>FLYM 3 Opening Remarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>On Two Generalizations on Ellipsis</td>
<td>Hsu-Te Cheng, University of Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>VP-Focus Pseudocleft Sentences in Japanese: An Argument for Question-Answer Pair Analysis</td>
<td>Yuki Ishihara, Tokyo Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Spelling out Variation: The Case of Subjunctive Particles in Balkan Romance</td>
<td>Sandra-Iulia Ronai, UiT - The Arctic University of Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>On Conjectural Questions in Japanese: With Special Reference to Speech Act Phrase</td>
<td>Takeshi Oguro, Chiba University of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Poster Session and Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>Allocutive Agreement in Brazilian Portuguese: 2nd Person Possessive and SaP</td>
<td>Bruna Karla Pereira, CAPES Foundation — Ministry of Education of Brazil; UFVJM; MIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td>Testing Recursion in Child English (and Explaining the Concept to Non-linguists)</td>
<td>Barbara Zurer Pearson and Tom Roeper, University of Massachusetts Amherst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>INVITED SPEAKER</td>
<td>On the Locus of Edge Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jairo Nunes, Universidade de São Paulo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>A Syntactic-Morphological Analysis of Nominal Compounds</td>
<td>Junya Morita, Kinjo Gakuin University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Possessive Datives that Didn’t Mean to Be!</td>
<td>Youssef Haddad, University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Search and Float for Internal Merge: The Case of Quantifier Raising</td>
<td>Jun Abe, Tohoku Gakuin University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Correlating Pragmatic and Syntactic Markedness in German Inalienable Possession Constructions</td>
<td>Vera Lee-Schoenfeld, University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gabriele Diewald, Leibniz Universität Hannover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Are Minor Speech Acts Syntactic Objects in Universal Grammar?</td>
<td>Asier Alcázar, University of Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>The Clitic se as a Preposition in Spanish Unaccusative Verbs</td>
<td>Roberto Mayoral Hernández, University of Alabama at Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>MIAMI FLING CONFERENCE LUNCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>LINGUISTICS MATTERS Opening Remarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>The Developing Lexicon of Adjectives in Hebrew: A Psycholinguistic Analysis of Morphology and Register</td>
<td>Dorit Ravid, Odelia Douani, Amalia Bar-On and Ronit Levie, Tel Aviv University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>The Mysterious –ml: A Syntactic Analysis of the Turkish Focus Question Morpheme –ml</td>
<td>Joanne Chau, Stony Brook University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abstracts available at MiamiFLing.weebly.com
THURSDAY, MARCH 10 (CONTINUED)

3:45 Demystifying Etruscan and Early Bilingualism  
Peter Machonis, Florida International University

4:15 Break

4:30 Sonority Restricts Laryngealized Plosives in Southern Aymara  
Paola Cepeda and Michael Becker, Stony Brook University

5:00 The Predictability of Vowel Alternations in Urban Hijazi Arabic Imperfective Nonce Forms  
Honaida Ahyad and Michael Becker, Stony Brook University

5:30 What Determines Nativelikeness in Bilingual Speech?  
Mehmet Yavaş, Florida International University

6:00 Poster Session and Break

7:00 BARBARA GORDON MEMORIAL SPEAKER  
How Applied Should Linguistics Be? From Theory to Practice  
Lydia White, McGill University

FRIDAY, MARCH 11

9:00 Comparison of Story Classification Methods across New Annotated Data  
Joshua Eisenberg and Mark Finlayson, Florida International University

9:30 Trilingual Lexical Processing  
Jamile Forcelini and Gretchen Sunderman, Florida State University

10:00 Effect of TV and Internal vs. External Contact on Variation in Syrian Rural Child Language  
Rania Habib, Syracuse University

10:30 Break

10:45 The Acquisition of Inchoative Structures by L1 Spanish Speakers Learning L2 English  
Mónica Cabrera Camasca, Loyola Marymount University

11:15 Cognitive and Language Experience Effects on Second Language Verbal Fluency  
Crystal Marull, Rutgers University

11:45 The Critical Role of Understanding Language Development in U.S. Schooling  
Peggy Mueller and Aida Walqui, WestEd

12:15 Lunch Break

1:45 PLENARY  
Is There a DPBE in L2 Acquisition and, If So, Why?  
Lydia White, McGill University

2:30 The Impact of Late L2 Bilingualism on L1 Verbal Fluency  
Lake Mathison, Rutgers University

3:00 Sharpening Reprimands through the Dominant Language and Softening Requests through the Shared L1  
Anne Schluter, Marmara University

3:30 Break

3:45 Longitudinal Outcomes of Language Choice in Spanish English Bilingual Toddlers  
Krystal Ribot and Erika Hoff, Florida Atlantic University

4:15 Uses of Internal State Words in Bilingual Mother-Child Interaction  
Marta Shiro, Universidad Central de Venezuela  
Erika Hoff and Kat Shanks, Florida Atlantic University

4:45 Influences on Linguistic and Cognitive Performance in Bilinguals and Monolinguals  
Virginia C. Mueller Gathercole, Florida International University

5:15 CELEBRATION AND CONFERRING OF THE TRUBY AWARD for Outstanding Graduate Student in Linguistics

5:30 CLOSING and Reception

Abstracts available at MiamiFLing.weebly.com
FLYM Invited Speaker
Jairo Nunes, Universidade de São Paulo

ON THE LOCUS OF EDGE FEATURES
Jairo Nunes is Professor of Linguistics at Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil. Professor Nunes is a leading scholar in Contemporary Generative Grammar. He is widely known for his influential contributions to the field of Syntactic Theory. He has advanced Generative Grammar world-wide in his impactful research on the copy theory of movement, sideward movement, null arguments in Brazilian Portuguese, and control, among others. His publications include Linearization of Chains and Sideward Movement (MIT Press, 2004), Understanding Minimalism (with N. Hornstein and K. Grohmann; Cambridge University Press, 2005), The Copy Theory of Movement (ed. with N. Corver; John Benjamins, 2007), Minimalist Essays on Brazilian Portuguese Syntax (ed.; John Benjamins, 2007) and Control as Movement (with C. Boeckx and N. Hornstein, Cambridge University Press, 2010). He is currently co-editor of Probus - International Journal of Latin and Romance Linguistics (Mouton de Gruyter).

BARBARA GORDON MEMORIAL SPEAKER
and LINGUISTICS MATTERS Keynote and Plenary Speaker
Lydia White, McGill University

HOW APPLIED SHOULD LINGUISTICS BE? FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
and
IS THERE A DPBE IN L2 ACQUISITION AND, IF SO, WHY?
Lydia White is James McGill Professor of Linguistics at McGill University, Montreal, and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. She is internationally recognized as a leading scholar in the field of generative second language (L2) acquisition. Her pioneering work was instrumental in creating a new framework for L2 research, guided by the hypothesis that universal principles which underlie first language acquisition apply also to the attainment of a non-native language by adults. At the same time, she has shown that mother tongue influence (‘transfer’) crucially determines many properties of the interlanguage grammar. She has published more than 130 scholarly articles and is the author of two acclaimed textbooks that have been influential in training researchers world-wide. She is Co-Editor of the book series Language Acquisition and Language Disorders (published by John Benjamins) and she is currently on the Editorial Boards of the following journals: Language Acquisition, Linguistic Approaches to Bilingualism, and Second Language Research.

Abstracts available at MiamiFLing.weebly.com
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9
FLORIDA LINGUISTICS YEARLY MEETING (FLYM) 3

Session Chair     Ellen Thompson, Linguistics, Department of English
1:00  FLYM Opening Remarks
1:15  On Two Generalizations on Ellipsis
      Hsu-Te Cheng, University of Connecticut
1:45  VP-Focus Pseudocleft Sentences in Japanese: An Argument for Question-Answer Pair Analysis
      Yuki Ishihara, Tokyo Institute of Technology
2:15  Break

Session Chair     Melissa Baralt, Department of Modern Languages
2:45  Spelling out Variation: The Case of Subjunctive Particles in Balkan Romance
      Sandra-Iulia Ronai, UiT - The Arctic University of Norway
3:15  On Conjectural Questions in Japanese: With Special Reference to Speech Act Phrase
      Takeshi Oguro, Chiba University of Commerce
3:45  Poster Session and Break

Session Chair     Mark Finlayson, School of Computing and Information Sciences
4:45  Allocutive Agreement in Brazilian Portuguese: 2nd Person Possessive and SaP
      Bruna Karla Pereira, CAPES Foundation - Ministry of Education of Brazil; UFVJM; MIT
5:15  Testing Recursion in Child English (and Explaining the Concept to Non-linguists)
      Barbara Zurer Pearson and Tom Roeper, University of Massachusetts Amherst
      Anca Sevcenco, University of Bucharest
5:45  Break

Session Chair     Ellen Thompson, Linguistics, Department of English
6:00  INVITED SPEAKER
      Welcome  James Sutton, Chair, Department of English
      On the Locus of Edge Features
      Jairo Nunes, Universidade de São Paulo

EVENING FREE

THURSDAY, MARCH 10
FLORIDA LINGUISTICS YEARLY MEETING (FLYM) 3

Session Chair     Anthony Dick, Department of Psychology
9:00  A Syntactic-Morphological Analysis of Nominal Compounds
      Junya Morita, Kinjo Gakuin University
9:30  Possessive Datives that Didn’t Mean to Be!
      Youssef Haddad, University of Florida
10:00  Search and Float for Internal Merge: The Case of Quantifier Raising
      Jun Abe, Tohoku Gakuin University
10:30  Break

Session Chair     Tometro Hopkins, Linguistics, Department of English
10:45  Correlating Pragmatic and Syntactic Markedness in German Inalienable Possession Constructions
      Vera Lee-Schoenfeld, University of Georgia
      Gabriele Diewald, Leibniz Universität Hannover
11:15  Are Minor Speech Acts Syntactic Objects in Universal Grammar?
      Asier Alcázar, University of Missouri
11:45  The Clitic se as a Preposition in Spanish Unaccusative Verbs
      Roberto Mayoral Hernández, University of Alabama at Birmingham
12:15  MIAMI FLING CONFERENCE LUNCH

Abstracts available at MiamiFLing.weebly.com
THURSDAY, MARCH 10 (CONTINUED)
LINGUISTICS MATTERS FESTIVAL
Session Chair Virginia Gathercole, Director of Linguistics, Department of English
2:30 LINGUISTICS MATTERS Opening Remarks
2:45 The Developing Lexicon of Adjectives in Hebrew: A Psycholinguistic Analysis of Morphology and Register
Dorit Ravid, Odelia Douani, Amalia Bar-On and Ronit Levie, Tel Aviv University
3:15 The Mysterious –mI: A Syntactic Analysis of the Turkish Focus Question Morpheme –mI
Joanne Chau, Stony Brook University
3:45 Demystifying Etruscan and Early Bilingualism
Peter Machonis, Florida International University
4:15 Break

Session Chair Monica Hough
Chair, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders
4:30 Sonority Restricts Laryngealized Plosives in Southern Aymara
Paola Cepeda and Michael Becker, Stony Brook University
5:00 The Predictability of Vowel Alternations in Urban Hijazi Arabic Imperfective Nonce Forms
Honaida Ahyad and Michael Becker, Stony Brook University
5:30 What Determines Nativelikeness in Bilingual Speech?
Mehmet Yavaş, Florida International University
6:00 Poster Session and Break

Session Chair Virginia Gathercole, Director of Linguistics, Department of English
Welcome James Sutton, Chair, Department of English
7:00 BARBARA GORDON MEMORIAL SPEAKER
How Applied Should Linguistics Be? From Theory to Practice
Lydia White, McGill University

FRIDAY, MARCH 11
LINGUISTICS MATTERS FESTIVAL
Session Chair Ana Paula Fabian Freire, Vice President, Graduate Linguistics Association
9:00 Comparison of Story Classification Methods across New Annotated Data
Joshua Eisenberg and Mark Finlayson, Florida International University
9:30 Trilingual Lexical Processing
Jamile Forcelini and Gretchen Sunderman, Florida State University
10:00 Effect of TV and Internal vs. External Contact on Variation in Syrian Rural Child Language
Rania Habib, Syracuse University
10:30 Break

Session Chair Deborah Hasson, Associate Dean of Strategic Operations and Community Engagement, College of Arts, Sciences & Education
10:45 The Acquisition of Inchoative Structures by L1 Spanish Speakers Learning L2 English
Mónica Cabrera Camasca, Loyola Marymount University
11:15 Cognitive and Language Experience Effects on Second Language Verbal Fluency
Crystal Marull, Rutgers University
11:45 The Critical Role of Understanding Language Development in U.S. Schooling
Peggy Mueller and Aida Walqui, WestEd
12:15 Lunch Break (on your own)

Abstracts available at MiamiFLing.weebly.com
FRIDAY, MARCH 11 (CONTINUED)
LINGUISTICS MATTERS FESTIVAL
Session Chair Carolyn Baker, President, Graduate Linguistics Association

1:45  PLENARY
Is There a DPBE in L2 Acquisition and, If So, Why?
Lydia White, McGill University

2:30  The Impact of Late L2 Bilingualism on L1 Verbal Fluency
Lake Mathison, Rutgers University

3:00  Sharpening Reprimands through the Dominant Language and Softening Requests through the Shared L1
Anne Schluter, Marmara University

3:30  Break

Session Chair Feryal Yavaş, Associate Director of Linguistics, Department of English

3:45  Longitudinal Outcomes of Language Choice in Spanish-English Bilingual Toddlers
Krystal Ribot and Erika Hoff, Florida Atlantic University

4:15  Uses of Internal State Words in Bilingual Mother-Child Interaction
Marta Shiro, Universidad Central de Venezuela
Erika Hoff and Kat Shanks, Florida Atlantic University

4:45  Influences on Linguistic and Cognitive Performance in Bilinguals and Monolinguals
Virginia C. Mueller Gathercole, Florida International University

Session Chair Tometro Hopkins, Linguistics, Department of English
Welcome James Sutton, Chair, Department of English

5:15  CELEBRATION AND CONFERRING OF THE TRUBY AWARD
for Outstanding Graduate Student in Linguistics

5:30  CLOSING and Reception
POSTERS

WEDNESDAY 4:15 — 5:15

At the Syntax-Semantics Interface: A Case Study of Instruments in English
Roxana-Maria Barbu and Ida Toivonen, Carleton University, Canada

Derivational Approach to Floating Quantifiers
Kaori Furuya, University of North Texas

Anaphora Resolution in Telugu
Satya Prakash, EFL University, India

A Deeper Look into the Licensing of Null Subjects: Evidence from Code-switching
Ariane Sande-Piñeiro, University of Illinois Chicago

Voice and the Bare Infinitive: A Case for Upward Agree
Ryan Walter Smith, University of Arizona

THURSDAY 6:00 — 7:00

Perception of Code-switched Utterances by Early Sequential Spanish-English Bilinguals
Emily Byers, Indiana University

Spanish-Influenced Prosody in Miami English
Naomi Enzinna, Cornell University

Chain Shift in the Vietnamese Rhyme
Andrea Hoa Pham, University of Florida

Prototypicality and Idiom Comprehension: Evidence from Turkish Monolingual Children
Huseyin Uysal, University of Florida
Seda G. Gokmen, Ankara University
We wish to express our deep appreciation to the following REVIEWERS who kindly assisted in the review of abstracts submitted:

Rebecca Burns  Barbara Zurer Pearson
Margaret Deuchar  Rocío Pérez Tattam
Virginia Mueller Gathercole  Eric Potsdam
Angela Granese  Lara Reglero
Kleanthes Grohmann  Liliana Sanchez
Marianne Gullberg  Gretchen Sunderman
Tim Gupton  Enlli Thomas
Youseff Haddad  Ellen Thompson
Deborah Hasson  Vincent Torrens
Tina Hickey  Virginia Valian
Erika Hoff  Kemp Williams
Nazarré Merchant  Feryal Yavaş
Antje Muntendam  Mehmet Yavaş
M. Carmen Parafita Cuoto

A recent contribution by Senator Jack Gordon to the FIU Foundation, in memory of his wife Barbara, has made possible an endowed fund to sponsor a linguistics lecture series at FIU. The first lecture, held last month and titled “The Rise and Fall of the Ethnic Revolution,” was presented by one of the world’s leading experts on bilingualism, Joshua A. Fishman. He is shown above, at left, with President Gregory B. Wolfe and Senator Gordon. The purpose of the Barbara Gordon Memorial series in Linguistics is to present yearly lectures by scholars in fields which were of greatest interest to the late Mrs. Gordon such as psycholinguistics, anthropological and applied linguistics and language education. The lecture was followed by a reception attended by community leaders and FIU faculty, administrators and students.
Established in memory of the late Henry M. Truby by his family and friends, this award honors the top graduate student in the FIU Linguistics Program each year.

**About Henry M. Truby**

1919-1993

Dr. Henry (“Hank”) Mayer Truby was a modern “Renaissance Man” with extremely wide interests and accomplishments. He had more than 250 publications on general linguistics, phonetics, acoustics, “voice printing,” newborn infant cry sounds, speech synthesis and voice recognition, and dolphin “sonic output.” He was also an athlete (tennis pro and coach and international ping pong whiz), a decorated soldier in the U.S. Army (Bronze Star and two Purple Hearts from WWII), an accomplished composer and musician (more than 100 songs and countless poems written), an advocate for the environment, and a dedicated family man and father of six exceptional children (who acquired his knack for language and are fluent in Swedish).

Hank was born in Kansas and raised in Texas, and as a youth attended a military school in Wisconsin by winning a spelling bee. He received his B.A. at the U. of Texas at Austin, his M.A. in English at the U. of Wisconsin, and his Ph.D. in Linguistics at Columbia U. He went to Sweden in 1955 and served as a researcher at the Royal Institute of Technology, studying acoustic phonetics and speech synthesis. In Sweden he met his wife, Ann-Sofi (Sundin), and he earned a Ph.D. in Phonetics at the U. of Lund, in 1959. He returned to the States with assignments at the NIH Bethesda Clinical Center in Washington, and as a Staff Scientist with IBM in Speech Communication Research. He came to Miami in 1965, working initially at the Communications Research Institute in Coconut Grove studying dolphin and interspecies communication. He was a professor at the U. of Miami from 1965 to 1975 in Pediatrics, Linguistics, and Anthropology. He was active in the World Dolphin Foundation, where he served as President and Director of Scientific Research. He was a Charter Member of the Board of Directors of the International Association of Voiceprint Identification, 1971-78.

In “retirement” Hank worked as a consultant in forensic linguistics, specifically performing analyses of “voice prints” or spectrograms of speech samples of individuals involved in cases that depended on proper identification of the author of voice recordings, and then providing expert testimony in court. Hank was involved in a number of high-profile international controversies. In one case, around 1987, a controversy rocked the music world with supposed sightings of a presumably long-dead Elvis Presley. A book was released with a cassette tape attached that purported to have a contemporary recording of Elvis talking. A local television channel called on Hank to analyze that tape to see if the voice was really that of Elvis. He determined the recording was fake, and even identified it as that of an associate of the author of the book.

Dr. Truby conducted many analyses in our own Linguistics Lab, and we have the honor of continued association with this remarkable man through his family’s generous funding of the Henry M. Truby Prize, to honor an outstanding student of Linguistics.

— Dr. John Jensen (retired, FIU professor from 1978-2010)

Primary source: World Dolphin Foundation website, including a biography composed by Mr. Fred Truby, the eldest of Henry’s three sons (http://www.planetpuna.com/World%20Dolphin%20Foundation/Truby.htm).
About the Barbara Gordon Memorial Lecture Series

The Barbara Gordon Memorial Lecture Series in Linguistics was established at FIU in 1984 by Senator Jack Gordon, former State Senator of Florida, in the memory of his first wife, Barbara Gordon. Dr. Barbara Gordon received her BA in English and Psychology from the University of Wisconsin in 1948, her MA in Teaching English and Foreign Languages from Columbia University in 1949 and her Ed.D. in Educational Linguistics from Columbia University in 1962. Her areas of specialization were Psycholinguistics, Applied Linguistics, Educational Linguistics, Conversational Interaction, and Ethnosemantics.

Each year, the FIU Linguistics Program and the Barbara Gordon Memorial Endowment bring a major figure in the discipline to campus for a public lecture and a special workshop for linguistics faculty and graduate students.

Recent speakers have included:

- Luna Filipović (U of East Anglia, UK)
  “Language in the Witness Stand: Forensic Linguistic Solutions for Cross-Linguistic Problems in Witness Interviews”

- Fred Genesee (McGill U)
  “Dual Language Learning: Expanding the Mind”

- Norma Mendoza-Denton (U of Arizona)
  “Citizen Rage: Town Hall Meetings and Constitutional Disagreement in American Politics”

- Lise Menn (U of Colorado)
  “Doing Cross-Linguistic Studies on Aphasia”

- Lesley Milroy (U of Michigan)
  “Bilingual Conversations: Code-Switching as Social Action”

- Salikoko S. Mufwene (U of Chicago)
  “Globalization, Colonization and Language Vitality”

- Geoffrey Nunberg (UC Berkeley)
  “The Paradox of Political Language”

- Shana Poplack (U of Ottawa)
  “Contact, Code-switching and (Resistance to) Convergence: The Case of Preposition Stranding in Quebec French”

- Kemp Williams (IMB, Inc.)
  “Finding Nemo/Nemeau/Nimoe: The Case for Analytical Name Scoring”

- Silvina Montrul (U Illinois Champagne Urbana)
  “Native Speakers Interrupted”

If you need more information, please contact: Linguistics@fiu.edu, 305-348-3155.